Closing Ceremony
• We face the final curtain ;-/
  – AppSec Conference
  – View from the building ;-)
  – Hamburg
• Success!
  – # attendees > 400
  – # training participants ~120

  – Like it / not? Feedback
• Slides
  – Online: next week

• Videos
  – As soon as bandwidth is there ;-)
• Prizes
  – Shirt Design Contest
    • Within Orga + local team
    • Winner: @bkimminich Björn Kimminich
• CTF prizes @ AppSec
  – 3rd: a coool mini RC car
    • avlidiennbrunn
  – 2nd: Raspberry Pi
    • M
  – 1st: Entry to AppSec 2014 in Cambridge/UK
    • Hardlock
• OWASP Global CTF
  – [http://ctf.honey3t.ie/](http://ctf.honey3t.ie/)
  – First global CTF
  – Ready to conquer the world?
    • Launched HERE && right now!
    • Winner @ AppSecUSA (this November)
• Thank-you-section
• You
• Speakers / Trainers
  – ~65
• Team
  – OWASP Germany team
  – Birgit
  – Students, from Prof. Gollmann and others
  – Network: Falk Stern, nocpool
  – Video team (Univ. Muenster & Florian)
  – OWASP employees
• My family
• Try yourself in 2015?
• Don't underestimate
  – work
  – /me: >11000 e-mails, >1GB
• Fun organizing + executing!
• 2014...
400 & 200 Seat Lecture Theatres
Breakout and Training Rooms
Cambridge
Conference Team

- Adrian Winckles – OWASP Cambridge Chapter – Conference Chair
- Steven van der Baan – OWASP Cambridge Chapter
- Justin Clarke – OWASP London Chapter
- Simon Bennetts – OWASP Manchester Chapter
- Jason Alexander – OWASP Manchester Chapter
- Martin Law – OWASP Leeds Chapter
- Eoin Keary – OWASP Board / Ireland
cu in Cambridge/UK
June 2014!